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**Superscalar \( \mu P \) (Ref [2])**

- Executes multiple instructions simultaneously (ILP)
- Compiler minimizes data dependency
- Hardware instruction scheduling
- Most superscalar \( \mu Ps \) can execute 2-6 instructions per cycle
- Compatibility

**ILP (Instruction Level Parallelism)**
- Superscalar

**TLP (Thread Level Parallelism)**
- Multiprocessor
- SMT (Ref [2])

**Five Stage Pipeline (Ref. [1])**

F: Inst fetch (inst cache access) & inc PC
D: Inst decode & reg read
E: ALU op or addr calculation
M: Data cache access
W: Reg writeback

**Scalar \( \mu P \)**

1 inst per clock (IPC)

**2 - Way Superscalar \( \mu P \)**

2 IPC maximum

**4 - Way Superscalar \( \mu P \)**

4 IPC maximum
**Superscalar Instruction Issue Example (Alpha 21264)**

- 4 way superscalar
  - 4 integer
  - 2 floating point
  - 2 load or store

**Data Dependencies (Ref. [2], p96)**

- RAR (Read After Read) - no dependency
- RAW (Read After Write) - true dependency
- WAR (Write After Read) - false dependency
- WAW (Write After Write) - false dependency

**RAW (True dependency)**

\[
\begin{align*}
R_5 & \leftarrow R_2 + R_3 \\
R_5 & \leftarrow R_4 + R_4
\end{align*}
\]

- Cannot be issued simultaneously in superscalar

**Data Bypassing (Forwarding)**

\[
\begin{align*}
R_5 & \leftarrow R_2 + R_3 \\
R_5 & \leftarrow R_4 + R_4
\end{align*}
\]

**WAR (False dependency)**

\[
\begin{align*}
R_3 & \leftarrow R_2 + R_2 \\
R_5 & \leftarrow R_4 + R_5
\end{align*}
\]

- Cannot happen in the 5-stage pipeline
- Register renaming

**WAW (False dependency)**

\[
\begin{align*}
R_3 & \leftarrow R_2 + R_3 \\
R_5 & \leftarrow R_4 + R_5
\end{align*}
\]

- Register renaming
**Register Renaming**

* Compiler
  \[ R_1 \leftarrow R_2 + R_3 \]
  \[ R_6 \leftarrow R_4 + R_5 \]
* Hardware
  \[ R_1 \leftarrow R_2 + R_3 \]
  \[ R_1' \leftarrow R_4 + R_5 \]

**Superscalar Compiler**

* Compatibility
* Optimized for superscalar

**Superscalar Branch Strategy**

* 20% branch frequency

  \[
  \begin{align*}
  \text{Branch} & \quad 4 \sim 6 \text{ issues} \\
  \text{Branch} & \\
  \text{Branch} & \\
\end{align*}
  \]

**Superscalar Branch Strategy**

* Delayed branch,
  predict - not - taken \( X \)
* BTB (Branch Target Buffer)
* Loop unrolling
* Software pipelining

**Delayed Branch in Scalar**

- Compiler has to fill the delay slot

**Delayed Branch in Superscalar**

- Address
**Predict – Not – Taken in Scalar**

- Not taken branch
  - I + 1
  - I + 2

- Taken branch
  - I + 1
  - Branch target

**Predict – Not – Taken in Superscalar**

- I - 1
- I: not taken branch
  - I + 1
  - I + 2
  - I + 3
  - I + 4

---

**BTB (Branch Target Buffer)**

- Fully associative
- Pentium’s BTB: 4 way & 256 entries

**Branch History Bits (2 bits)**

- Predict Taken 0 0
  - Taken
  - Not Taken

- Predict Taken 0 1
  - Taken
  - Not Taken

- Predict Not Taken 1 1
  - Taken
  - Not Taken

- Predict Not Taken 1 0
  - Taken
  - Not Taken

**Loop:**

- i = 10
- if i ≠ 0 branch to Loop

- (1) i = i - 1
- (2) i
- (3) -

---
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**Prediction by BTB (Ref [1])**

Result of compare

- **I-1**: compare
- **I**: branch
- **I+1**: branch target by BTB
- **I+2**: branch target + 1
- **I+3**: correct target

**Address input to BTB**

**From BTB**

**Address bus**

**Verification**

- **Flushed if mispredicted!**

---

**4 - Way Superscalar**

Result of compare

- **Compare**
- **Branch**
- **Branch target by BTB**
- **Correct branch target**

**Loop Unrolling**

Loop: 

\[ i = 10 \]

\[ i = i - 1 \]

if \( i \neq 0 \) branch to Loop

---
**Speed – up in Loop Unrolling**

- No branch instructions
- Large basic block size
  → more efficient scheduling

---

**Software Pipelining (Ref [2])**

```plaintext
for i=1 to 5 do {  
  a(i) = 2.0 * b(i)  
}
```

```plaintext
load R1, b(i)  
fmul R2, 2.0, R1  
dec R3  
store a(i), R2
```

- load, store - 1 cycle
- fmul - 3 cycles
- dec - 1 cycle

---

### Cycle | Iteration
--- | ---
C₀ | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5
C₁ | 2 | fmul | 3 | load
C₂ | 4 | dec | 5 | fmul | 6 | load
C₃ | | dec | 7 | fmul | 8 | load
C₄ | 9 | store | 10 | dec | fmul | load
C₅ | store | | | | | 
C₆ | | store | | | | 
C₇ | | | | | | 
C₈ | | | | | | 

---

### Compiler Hardware

```plaintext
  1 load  C₀  
  2 fmul  C₁  
  3 load  
  4 dec  
  5 fmul  
  6 load  
  7 dec  
  8 fmul  
  9 load  
  10 store  
  :  
```

---

**Further Issues**

- Reservation Station
- Scoreboard
- Out of order issue